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Abstract. In data centers, up to dozens of tasks are colocated on a single physical
machine. Machines are used more efficiently, but tasks’ performance deteriorates,
as colocated tasks compete for shared resources. As tasks are heterogeneous, the
resulting performance dependencies are complex. In our previous work [18] we
proposed a new combinatorial optimization model that uses two parameters of a
task — its size and its type — to characterize how a task influences the perfor-
mance of other tasks allocated to the same machine.
In this paper, we study the egalitarian optimization goal: maximizing the worst-
off performance. This problem generalizes the classic makespan minimization on
multiple processors (P||Cmax). We prove that polynomially-solvable variants of
P||Cmax are NP-hard and hard to approximate when the number of types is not
constant. For a constant number of types, we propose a PTAS, a fast approxima-
tion algorithm, and a series of heuristics. We simulate the algorithms on instances
derived from a trace of one of Google clusters. Algorithms aware of jobs’ types
lead to better performance compared to algorithms solving P||Cmax.
The notion of type enables us to model degeneration of performance caused by
colocation using standard combinatorial optimization methods. Types add a layer
of additional complexity. However, our results — approximation algorithms and
good average-case performance — show that types can be handled efficiently.
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1 Introduction

The back-bone of cloud computing, the modern data center redefines how industry and
academia use computers.

Resource management in data centers significantly differs from scheduling jobs on a
typical HPC supercomputer. First, the workload is much more varied [21]: data centers
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act as a physical infrastructure providing virtual machines, or higher-level services, such
as memory-cached databases or network-intensive servers; in contrast, there are rela-
tively few HPC-like computationally-intensive batch jobs (later, we will use a generic
term task for all these categories). Consequently, a task usually does not saturate the
resources of a single node [12]. Tasks’ loads vastly differ: in a published trace [21],
tasks’ average CPU loads span more than 4 orders of magnitude. In contrast to HPC
scheduling in which jobs rarely share a node, heterogeneity in both the type and the
amount of needed resources makes it reasonable to allocate multiple tasks to the same
physical machine.

Tasks colocated on a machine compete for shared hardware. Despite significant ad-
vances in both OS-level fairness and VM hypervisors, virtualization is not transparent:
multiple studies show [12–14, 20, 26] that the performance of colocated tasks drops.
Suspects include difficulties in sharing the CPU cache or the memory bandwidth. The
resource manager should thus colocate tasks that are compatible, i.e., that use differ-
ent kinds of resources — hence, it should optimize tasks’ performance. This, however,
requires a performance model.

Our side-effects model [18] bridges the gap between colocation in datacenters and
the theoretical scheduling, bulk of which has been developed for non-shared machines.

Rather than trying to predict tasks’ performance from OS-level metrics, we abstract
by characterizing a task by two characteristics: type (e.g.: a database, or a computatio-
nally-intensive job) and load relative to other tasks of the same type (e.g.: number of
requests per second). The total load of a machine is a vector: its i-th dimension is the
sum of loads of tasks of the i-th type located on this machine. Each type additionally
defines a performance function mapping this vector of loads to a type-relevant per-
formance metric. As datacenters execute multiple instances of tasks such function can
be inferred by a monitoring module [13, 20, 26] matching task’s reported performance
(such as the 95th percentile response time) with observed or reported loads.

In this paper, we consider optimization of the worst-off performance (analogous to
makespan in classic multiprocessor scheduling problem, P||Cmax [8]). We use a linear
performance function: on each machine, the influence a type t ′ has on type t perfor-
mance is a product of the load of type t ′ and a coefficient αt ′,t . The coefficient αt ′,t
describes how compatible t ′ load is with t performance (the coefficient is similar to in-
terference/affinity metrics proposed in [13, 20]). Low values (0≤ αt ′,t < 1) correspond
with compatible types (e.g.: colocating a memory-intensive and a CPU-intensive task):
it is preferable to colocate a task t with tasks of the other type t ′, rather than with other
tasks of its own type t. High values (αt ′′,t > 1) denote types competing for resources.

The contribution of this paper is as follows. (1) We prove that the notion of type adds
complexity, as makespan minimization with unit tasks P|pi = 1|Cmax (a polynomially
solvable variant of P||Cmax) becomes NP-hard and hard to approximate when the num-
ber of types T is not constant (Section 3). We then show how to cope with that added
complexity. We propose (2) a PTAS for a constant T and a constant α (Section 4.1);
and (3) a fast greedy approximation algorithm (Section 4.2). (4) We also propose nat-
ural greedy heuristics (Section 5) To characterize the optimal schedules in function of
the coefficient α , we study a series of special cases with two types (T = 2, Section 6).
(5) We identify two tipping points, i.e., values of α for which the shape of the optimal



schedule changes. For 0≤ α ≤ 1, all machines should be shared between types (if pos-
sible). For 1 < α < 2, there are some instances that share all machines, but for divisible
load (i.e., many small tasks), there is at most one shared machine. Finally, for α ≥ 2 at
most one machine is shared. (Proposition 11). For each case (6) we show fast approxi-
mation algorithms. (7) We also test our algorithm by simulation on a trace derived from
one of Google clusters (Section 7).

2 Side-Effects of Colocating Tasks: A Model

We study a min-max (egalitarian) performance criteria for our side-effects performance
model (introduced in [18], where we studied a utilitarian objective, min-sum). We con-
sider a system that allocates n tasks J = {1, . . . ,n} to m identical machines M =
{M1, . . . ,Mm}. Each task i has a known size pi ∈ N (i.e., clairvoyance, a common as-
sumption in scheduling; the sizes can be estimated by previous instances or users’ es-
timates). The size corresponds to the load the task imposes on a machine: the request
rate for a web server; or the cpu load for a cpu-intensive computation. We take other
assumptions standard in scheduling theory: all tasks are known (off-line) and ready
to be scheduled (released at time 0). We take these assumptions to derive results on
the basic model before tackling more complex ones. We denote by pmax = max pi the
largest task and by W the total load, W = ∑ pi. We assume that the tasks are indexed by
non-increasing sizes: p1 ≥ p2 ≥ ·· · ≥ pn.

A partition (an allocation) is an assignment of each of the n tasks to one of the
m machines. A partition separates the tasks into at most m subsets: each subset corre-
sponds to the tasks allocated on the same machine. Given a partition P, we denote by
MP,i ∈M the machine on which task i is allocated. Due to the similarities with P||Cmax,
we sometimes use the term “schedule” (and the symbol σ ) for an allocation (and even
the term of length for the size of a task). In this case, only the allocation is meaningful
(not the order of the tasks on the machines).

The main contribution of this paper lies in analyzing side-effects of colocating tasks.
The impact of task i on the performance of another task j is a function of task’s size pi
and task’s type ti. Types generalize tasks’ impact on the performance and may have dif-
ferent granularities: for instance, “a webserver” and “a database”; or “a read-intensive
MySQL database”; or, as in [13], “an instance of Blast” . We assume that the type ti
is known (which again corresponds to the clairvoyance assumption in classic schedul-
ing; typically a data center runs many instances of the same task, so task’s type can be
derived from the past). Let T = {1, . . . ,T} be a set of T different types of tasks. Each
task i has type ti ∈ T . For each type t ∈ T , we denote by J(t) the tasks which are of
type t; and by p(t)i the size of the i-th largest task of type t (ties are broken arbitrarily).

We express performance of a task i by a cost function ci: to simplify presenta-
tion of our results, we prefer to express our problems as minimization of costs, rather
than maximization of performance (for a single type, our cost is synonymous with the
makespan). Note that the cost is unrelated to monetary cost (the amount of money that
a job pays to the machine) — we do not consider monetary costs in this paper. Task’s i
cost ci depends on to the total load of tasks j colocated on the same machine MP,i, but
different types have different impacts:ci =∑ j on machine MP,i

p j.αt j ,ti ,The cost function



also takes into account the task i itself, as well as other tasks of the same type. A co-
efficient αt,t ′ ∈ R≥0 defined for each pair of types (t, t ′) ∈ T 2, measures the impact of
the tasks of type t on the cost of the tasks of type t ′ (allocated on the same machine).
If αt,t ′ = 0 then a task of type t has no impact on the cost of a task of type t ′; the
higher the αt,t ′ , the larger the impact. Coefficients are not necessarily symmetric, i.e., it
is possible that αt,t ′ 6= αt ′,t . The coefficients αt,t ′ can be estimated by monitoring tasks’
performance in function of their colocation and their sizes (a data center runs many
instances of similar services [13,20,26]). We consider the linear cost function as it gen-
eralizes, by adding coefficients αt,t ′ , the fundamental scheduling problem P||Cmax [8]
(if ∀(t, t ′) ∈ T 2 : αt,t ′ = 1, our problem reduces to P||Cmax). Assuming linearity is a
common approach when constructing models in operational research or statistics (e.g.
linear regressions). Likewise, in selfish load balancing games [15], it is assumed that
the cost of each task is the total load of the machine (but their model does not consider
types). We assume that the impact the type has on itself is normalized with regards to
tasks’ sizes, i.e., αt,t = 1 (although some of our results, notably the PTAS, do not need
this assumption).

We denote by MSE (MINMAXCOST WITH SIDE EFFECTS) the problem of finding
a partition P∗ minimizing the maximum cost C(P) = maxi ci, with ci defined by the lin-
ear cost function. The partition P∗ minimizes the worst performance a task experiences
in the system, thus corresponds to the egalitarian fairness.

3 Complexity and hardness of MSE for T not fixed

MSE is NP-hard as it generalizes an NP-hard problem P||Cmax when there is only
one type. Our main result is that a polynomially-solvable variant of mupltiprocessor
scheduling (P|pi = 1|Cmax) becomes NP-hard when tasks are of different types. Thus
types add another level of complexity onto an already NP-complete P||Cmax.

Proposition 1. The decision version of MSE is NP-complete, even if all the tasks have
unit size, and even if m = 2.

Proof. (Sketch) Reduction from PARTITION [7]. Given a set S = {ai} of n positive
integers summing to 2B, we build an instance of MSE with n tasks, each of size 1
and each of a different type. For a task i, we set its coefficients ∀ j : αi, j = ai. Partition
of S into two sets each with sum B exists if and only if there exists an allocation P
with maximal cost B: cost of each task j allocated to a machine k is equal to c j =

∑i:MP,i=k αi, j = ∑i∈Sk
ai.

Proposition 2. MSE is strongly NP-hard, even if all tasks have unit size. Moreover,
there is no polynomial time r-approximate algorithm for MSE, for any number r > 1,
unless P = NP.

Proof. Let r > 1. We show that if there is a r-approximate algorithm for MSE, the
algorithm solves NP-complete PARTITION INTO CLIQUES, PIC [7]. In PIC, given a
graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer K ≤ |V |, can the vertices of G be partitioned
into k ≤ K disjoint sets V1,V2, . . . ,Vk such that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the subgraph induced by
Vi is a complete graph? We assume that V are labeled from 1 to |V |.



Given an instance of PIC, we create K instances of MSE. Let i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. The
i-th instance of MSE is as follows: the number of machines is m = i; there are n = |V |
tasks, each of a different type (types are labeled from 1 to |V |). All the tasks are of size
1. For each type i, αi,i = 1. For each pair of types (i, j), i 6= j: αi, j = 0 if {i, j} ∈ E and
αi, j = r if {i, j} /∈ E.

We claim that a solution of a MSE instance costs either 1 or at least r+1. We also
claim that the answer for the instance of PIC is “yes” if and only if the optimal cost of
one of these MSE instances is 1. Therefore, an r-approximate algorithm for MSE will
find a solution of cost 1 if it exists (when there is a solution of cost 1, an r-approximate
algorithm has to return a solution of cost at most r, which is thus necessarily the optimal
solution since all the other solutions have a cost of at least r+1). Since K ≤ |V |, if we
assume that our r-approximate algorithm runs in polynomial time, then by using it K
times we can solve in polynomial time PIC, which is an NP-complete problem. This
leads to a contradiction, unless P = NP.

We show that the cost of a solution of each of the MSE instances is either 1, or at
least r + 1. If, on all the machines, for each pair (i, j) of tasks on the same machine
we have αi, j = 0, then the maximum cost of a task is 1 (its own size, 1, times αi,i =
1). Otherwise, there is a machine with two tasks of types i and j with αi, j = r. The
maximum cost is thus at least the cost of task i, which is at least 1×αi,i+1×αi, j = 1+r.

We show that the solution for the instance of PIC is “yes” if and only if there is
a solution of cost 1 for (at least) one of the |V | instances of MSE. Assume first that
there is a solution for PIC: the vertices of G can be partitioned into k ≤ K disjoint
sets V1,V2, . . . ,Vk such that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the subgraph induced by Vi is a complete
graph. We take the k-th MSE instance. For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, we assign to machine
Mi the tasks corresponding to the vertices of Vi. Since all the tasks on the same machine
correspond to a clique in G, their coefficients αi, j are all 0 (i 6= j). The only cost of a
task i is its own size times αi,i, that is 1. Thus, the cost of the optimal solution of the
k-th instance of MSE is 1.

Likewise, assume that there is a solution of cost 1 for (at least) one of the |V | in-
stances of MSE (wlog, for the k-th instance). Then there is a “yes” solution for PARTI-
TION INTO CLIQUES: since the maximum cost for the instance of MSE is 1, it means
that all the values αi, j between tasks on the same machines are 0 (for i 6= j) and thus
that corresponding vertices form a clique in G.

4 Approximation for fixed number of types

The inapproximability proof of the previous section means that we can develop constant-
factor approximations only for MSE with a constant number of types (and constant
coefficients). We show in this section two approximation algorithms. First, a PTAS run-
ning in time O(nT (γk)2

), and thus mostly of theoretical interest. Then we introduce a
fast greedy approximation algorithm.

4.1 A PTAS

Our PTAS (Algorithm 1) has a similar structure to the PTAS for P||Cmax [9]: the two
main differences are the treatment of short tasks (which we pack into containers, and not



Algorithm 1: A PTAS for MSE with constant T and α

1 J′ = /0;
2 for j ∈ J, p j ≥C/(γk) do // round down long tasks
3 p j′ = p j− (p j mod C/(γk)2 ) ;
4 J′ = J′ ∪{ j′} ;
5 for t ∈ T do // glue short tasks to containers
6 W (t)

s = ∑ j∈J(t) ,p j<C/(γk)
p j ; // load of small tasks of type t ;

7 while W (t)
s > 0 do

8 p j′′ = min(C/(γk),W (t)
s ) ;

9 J′ = J′ ∪{ j′′} ; // j′′ is a new container ;

10 W (t)
s =W (t)

s − p j′′ ;
11 for t ∈ T do remove from J′ m containers of type t ;
12 σ

′∗ = partition of J′ by solving (by dynamic programming)

OPT (n
′(1)
1 , . . . ,n

′(1)
(γk)2

, . . . ,n
′(T )
1 , . . . ,n

′(T )
(γk)2

) = 1+min
s(1)1 ,...,s(T )

(γk)2
∈C

OPT (n
′(1)
1 − s(1)1 , . . . ,n

′(T )
(γk)2
− s(T )

(γk)2
);

13 if σ
′∗ requires more than m machines then return /0;

14 σ = σ
′∗ ;

15 for k=1 to m do // add removed containers
16 for k=1 to T do σ [k] = σ [k]∪{C/(γk)};
17 for k=1 to m do // replace containers by small tasks
18 for t ∈ T do
19 i = number of type t containers in σ [k] ;
20 replace i containers by tasks of total load W , iC/(γk)≤W ≤ (i+1)C/(γk);
21 replace in σ rounded long tasks with original long tasks ;

simply greedy schedule) and the sizing of long tasks. Our PTAS works even if αi,i 6= 1,
and αi, j 6= α j,i. The algorithm uses parameters: C, the requested maximum cost; k, an

integer; and γ = T αmax

(
2+ 1/(minαi,i)

)
(we assume that T and αi, j are constants).

Given C, the algorithm either returns a schedule of cost at most C(1+ 1/k), or proves
that a schedule of cost at most C does not exist.

The algorithm starts by constructing an instance I′ which will form a lower bound
for C of the original instance I. The algorithm partitions tasks into two sets: long tasks
of size at least C/(γk); and short tasks. Long tasks are rounded down to the near-
est multiple of C/(γk)2. Short tasks of a single type are “glued” into container tasks
of sizes C/(γk), except the last container task which might be shorter (of size W (t)

s

mod (C/(γk)), where W (t)
s is the load of short tasks of type t, W (t)

s =∑ j∈J(t),p j<C/(γk) p j).
Then, the algorithm reduces the load in container tasks by removing m containers (the
shortest one and m− 1 others) of each type. (Note that if the total load of short tasks
of type t is smaller than mC/(γk), there are less than m containers, and they are all
removed in this step; later, when reconstructing schedule, the algorithm adds the same
number of containers that were removed. We omit this detail from Algorithm 1 to make
the code more readable). The resulting instance I′ has at most as many tasks and at most
as high overall load as the original instance I (the number of tasks and the load does not
change only if all the tasks are long and their sizes are multiples of C/(γk)2).

The algorithm then schedules the lower-bound instance I′ using dynamic program-
ming. For a given configuration n

′(1)
1 , . . . ,n

′(1)
(γk)2 , . . . ,n

′(T )
1 , . . . ,n

′(T )
(γk)2 , where n

′(t)
i is the

number of tasks in I′ of type t and size iC/(γk)2, OPT denotes the minimal num-
ber of machines needed to schedule the configuration with cost smaller than C. To



find OPT , the dynamic programming approach checks all possible configurations C of
task sizes for a single machine s(1)1 , . . . ,s(T )

(γk)2 (where s(t)i denotes the number of tasks)

that result in cost smaller than C, i.e.: s(1)1 , . . . ,s(T )
(γk)2 ∈ C ⇔ ∀t such that∑i s(t)i > 0 :

∑t ′∑
(γk)2

i=1 αt ′,ts
(t ′)
i iC/(γk)2 ≤C. If OPT is larger than m, the algorithm ends. Otherwise,

the returned schedule σ
′∗ forms a scaffold to build a schedule σ for the original instance

I. First, the algorithm adds a container for each type on each machine (this container was
removed before the dynamic programming). Then, the algorithm replaces containers by
actual short tasks. Assume that σ

′∗ scheduled i−1 containers of type t on machine m;
the previous step added at most one container. The algorithm replaces i containers of a
total load iC/(γk) by scheduling unscheduled short tasks of type t with a total load of
at least iC/(γk) and at most (i+ 1)C/(γk) (which is always possible as a short task is
shorter than C/(γk)). Finally, the algorithm replaces long tasks that were rounded down
by the original long tasks.

Proposition 3. The PTAS returns a solution to MSE if and only if there is a solution
of MSE of cost at most C. Moreover, if such a solution of cost C exists, the cost of the
solution returned by the PTAS is at most C(1+1/k).

Proof. Assume first that there is an optimal schedule σ∗ of instance I using m machines
and having cost at most C. Consider a schedule σ ′ for I′ constructed according to σ∗.
Each long task in σ ′ is placed on the same machine as in σ∗. If σ∗ executes on a ma-
chine a total load W ∗(t)s of small tasks of type t, this load is replaced by bW ∗(t)s /(C/(γk)c
containers, each of size C/(γk). σ ′ is a valid schedule for I′ as it schedules all tasks in
I′. Moreover, the cost of σ ′ is at most C, as the load of each type on each machine is
not higher than the corresponding load in σ∗. As the dynamic programming used in
PTAS analyses all possible schedules, it will return a schedule σ

′∗ using at most the
same number of machines as in σ∗.

Assume now that the dynamic programming returns a schedule σ
′∗ of cost at most

C. By adding a single container on each machine and each type, the cost increases by
at most T αmaxC/(γk). By replacing the containers by small tasks, the load of each type
is increased by at most C/(γk), thus the cost is increased by at most T αmaxC/(γk).
Finally, by replacing the rounded-down long tasks by the tasks of the original sizes,
the size of each long task is increased by at most C/(γk)2. As the cost of σ

′∗ was at
most C, and a long task is of size at least C/(γk), there are at most γk/αi,i tasks of each
type i (as the cost of each type on itself has to be smaller than C). There are thus at
most T γk/(minαi,i) long tasks in total. The total increase of cost due to long tasks (and

the maximal influence between types) is thus at most
(

T γk/(minαi,i)
)

αmax

(
C/(γk)2

)
.

Consequently, the cost of σ is bounded by C(σ)≤C+
(

CT αmax/(γk)
)(

2+1/(minαi,i)
)
=

C(1+1/k) (as γ = T αmax

(
2+1/(minαi,i)

)
).

Proposition 4. The PTAS runs in time O(nT (γk)2
).

Proof. T is a constant, and we can assume than n≥m since otherwise the optimal solu-
tion is trivial: each task goes on a different machine. Thus, the runtime of all loops in Al-
gorithm 1 is bounded by O(n). We upper-bound the cost of the dynamic programming



by computing the number of valid entries of the (n
′(1)
1 , . . . ,n

′(1)
(γk)2 , . . . ,n

′(T )
1 , . . . ,n

′(T )
(γk)2)

vector. This vector has (T (γk)2) dimensions, and n
′(t)
i ≤ n for each pair (i, t). Thus

there are at most nT (γk)2
distinct vectors. For each of these vectors, the algorithm must

check at most as many entries as there are possible single machine configurations.
As there are at most γk/αi,i tasks of a type i on a single machine, there are at most(

1+γk/(minαi,i)
)T (γk)2

such configurations to check. As γ , αi, j, T and k are constant,
the number of configurations to check is a constant; thus, the complexity of the dy-
namic programming algorithm is dominated by the number of valid entries to check,
O(nT (γk)2

).

4.2 A Greedy list-scheduling approximation

FILLGREEDY is a greedy 2T m
m−T -approximate algorithm for MSE with constant number

of types. FILLGREEDY groups tasks by clusters. All the tasks of the same type are in
the same cluster. Two tasks of type i and j are in the same cluster iff their types are
compatible (αi, j ≤ 1 and α j,i ≤ 1). While minimizing the number of clusters is NP-hard
(by an immediate reduction from PARTITION INTO CLIQUES), any heuristics can be
used, as the approximation ratio does not depend on the number of clusters.

Clusters are processed one by one. Each cluster is allocated to at least one, dedi-
cated machine. (We assume that m, the number of machines, is smaller than or equal to
the number of clusters K; K ≤ T , and in a data center T should be much smaller than
m). The algorithm puts tasks from a cluster on a machine until machine load reaches
Lmax = max{2L,L+ pmax} (where L = (∑ pi)/(m−T ) is the average load), then opens
the next machine. In practice, rather than fixing the maximum machine load to Lmax,
we do a dichotomic search over [1,Lmax] to find the smallest possible threshold lead-
ing to a feasible schedule. The complexity of FILLGREEDY with dichotomic search is
O(T 2n log(Lmax)).

Proposition 5. Algorithm FILLGREEDY is a 2T m
m−T -approximate algorithm for MSE.

Proof. We first show that the allocation is feasible, i.e. the algorithm uses at most m
machines. Let mused be the number of machines to which at least one task is allocated.
Among these mused machines, at most K have load smaller than L. Indeed, for each
cluster the algorithm allocates tasks to a machine beyond L (as Lmax ≥ L+ pmax), unless
there are no remaining tasks. Thus, for each cluster, only the load of the last opened
machine can be smaller than L. Thus, the load allocated on these mused machines is
at least (mused −K)L = (mused −K) W

m−T . Since the total load is W , we have (mused −
K) W

m−T ≤W . Thus mused−K
m−T ≤ 1, and so mused −K ≤ m− T . Since K ≤ T , we have

mused ≤ m. Thus, the allocation returned by FILLGREEDY is feasible.
We now show that the cost is 2Km

m−T -approximate. We consider an instance I of MSE.
Let O be an optimal solution of I for MSE, and let OPT be the maximum cost of a
task in O . Since, for each type i, αi,i = 1, we have OPT ≥ pmax. Let Lmax(O) be the
maximum load of a machine in O . Let us consider that this load is achieved on machine
i. We have Lmax(O) ≥ W

m (by the surface argument). Since there are at most T types



on machine i, there is at least one type which has a load of at least Lmax(O)
T on machine

i. The cost of a task of this type on machine i is thus at least Lmax(O)
T , and therefore

OPT ≥ Lmax(O)
T ≥ W

T m .
Let S be the solution returned by FILLGREEDY for instance I. Let C(S ) be the

maximum cost of a task in S . Let Lmax(S ) be the maximum load of a machine in S .
Since two tasks i and j are scheduled on the same machine only if they belong to the
same cluster, i.e. only if αti,t j ≤ 1, the cost of each task is at most equal to Lmax(S ), and
thus C(S ) ≤ Lmax(S ). Moreover, by construction, we have Lmax(S ) ≤ max{2L,L+
pmax}. We consider the two following cases:
– case 1: max{L, pmax}= pmax. In this case, C(S )≤ Lmax ≤ L+ pmax =

W
m−T + pmax =( T m

m−T

) W
T m + pmax. Since OPT ≥ pmax and OPT ≥ W

T m , we have C(S ) ≤ ( T m
m−T +

1)OPT < 2T m
m−T OPT .

– case 2: max{L, pmax}= L. In this case, C(S )≤ Lmax ≤ 2L = 2W
m−T ≤ 2

( T m
m−T

) W
T m ≤

2T m
m−T OPT because OPT ≥ W

T m .

5 Heuristics

We propose a few other algorithms for MSE. These algorithms are fast approximations
when T = 2 (see Section 6) They all use as a subprocedure an algorithm A for P||Cmax,
such as LPT (used in our experiments). A uses task’s size pi as task’s length.

SCHEDMIXED uses A on all tasks and all machines. Let σ be the schedule con-
structed by A on m machines with tasks J. SCHEDMIXED(A ) returns the partition P
of the tasks equal to allocation in σ (tasks on Mi in P are the tasks on Mi in σ ).

SCHEDJUXTAPOSE uses A on all machines for each type separately and then joins
the schedules. Let σt be the schedule obtained by applying A on tasks J(t) of type t
on m machines. SCHEDJUXTAPOSE merges schedules reversing the order of machines
for every other type, i.e.: tasks on machine Mi are tasks allocated to Mi in σ2k+1 and to
Mm−i+1 in σ2k (when A = LPT and with a small number of tasks, the machines with
smallest indices have the highest load).

BESTSCHEDULE(A ) returns the partition with the lowest cost among the results of
SCHEDJUXTAPOSE(A ) and SCHEDMIXED(A ).

GREEDYDEDICATED(B) separates types into K clusters (as in Section 4.2). Clus-
ters do not share machines. The algorithm runs a subprocedure B (SCHEDMIXED,
SCHEDJUXTAPOSE or BESTSCHEDULE) to put tasks of k-th cluster onto mk machines.
GREEDYDEDICATED returns the allocation with the minimal cost over all possibilities
of assigning [mk] to clusters (by exhaustive search over [mk] : ∑k∈K mk = m).

Let CA be the complexity of Algorithm A . Algorithm SCHEDMIXED is in O(CA );
SCHEDJUXTAPOSE and BESTSCHEDULE are in O(TCA ); GREEDYDEDICATED is in
O(KmKCA ).

6 Two Types

To show the influence of the coefficient α on the shape of the optimal schedule, we
study in this section a series of special cases with only two types T = 2 and a sym-



metric coefficient α = αt ′,t = αt,t ′ . We distinguish three cases based on coefficient α:
compatible types when α ≤ 1; incompatible when 1<α < 2; and clashing when α ≥ 2.

To illustrate the difference between compatible and incompatible types, we consider
divisible loads instances. The definition follows the one used in scheduling: if Wi is the
load of the tasks of type i∈ {1,2}, this load can be assigned in any way to the machines
(as if it was composed of a huge number of tiny tasks of size ε).

When α < 1, the types are compatible. A task from a different type results in a
smaller cost than a task from the same type. Thus, in the optimal schedule for I all
machines are shared between the two types: each machine executes a load Wi/m of type
i. When α = 1, any schedule with load (W1 +W2)/m on each machine is optimal (the
impact of a task of type 1 or 2 on another task is the same).

When α > 1, a task from a different type results in a larger cost than a task from the
same type. Thus, in a divisible load instance, there is at most one machine that is shared
between the two types (if there were more than one shared machine, we could reduce
the cost by exchanging tasks between the machines).

To distinguish the cases of incompatible and clashing types, we now focus on non
divisible load instances. When α < 2, there can be up to m machines which have to be
shared in an optimal solution, as in the following instance. There are m tasks of each
type: type 1 has only long tasks (of length p); type 2 has only short tasks (of length ε).
In a schedule with m shared machines, the maximum cost is α p+ε . In a schedule with
less than m shared machines, at least one machine executes two tasks of type 1, so the
maximum cost is at least 2p. Thus, if α < 2, and if ε is sufficiently small, a schedule
with m shared machines has a lower cost. On the contrary, we prove in Proposition 11
that if α ≥ 2 there is always at most a single shared machine.

6.1 Compatible types (α ≤ 1)

Proposition 6. Let A be a O(X), (1+ ε)-approximate algorithm for P||Cmax. Algo-
rithm SCHEDJUXTAPOSE(A ) is a O(X), (1 + ε)(1 + α)-approximate algorithm for
MSE for T = 2 and α ≤ 1.

Proof. Let I be an instance of MSE. Let P be the partition returned by algorithm
SCHEDJUXTAPOSE(A ) for instance I. Let Cost(P) be the cost of P. Let P∗ be an op-
timal solution of instance I for MSE, and let OPT be the cost of P∗. Let C∗1 (resp. C∗2)
be the makespan of an optimal schedule of I1 (resp. I2) for problem (P||Cmax). Let C1
(resp. C2) be the makespan of schedule S1 (resp. S2). We have: C1 ≤ (1+ ε)C∗1 and
C2 ≤ (1+ ε)C∗2 since A is a (1+ ε)-approximate algorithm for problem (P||Cmax).
Moreover, we have C∗1 ≤ OPT since in P∗ all the tasks of I1 are partitioned into at
most m subsets (machines): the maximum load of tasks of type 1 on a same machine
in P∗ ois at least C∗1 . Since the cost of a task of type 1 is at least the load of the tasks
of type 1 on the same machine (because α1,1 = 1), we have OPT ≥C∗1 . Likewise, we
have OPT ≥ C∗2 . Let us assume without loss of generality that C1 ≤ C2. The cost of
P is smaller than or equal to C1 +αC2, since the cost of a task of type 1 is the load
of the tasks of type 1 on the same machine (at most C1) plus α ≤ 1 times the load of
the tasks of type 2 on the same machine (at most C2). Thus Cost(P) ≤ C1 +αC2 ≤
(1+ ε)(C∗1 +αC∗2)≤ (1+ ε)(1+α)OPT .



Proposition 7. Let A be a (1+ε)-approximate algorithm for P||Cmax. SCHEDMIXED(A )
is a 2(1+ε)

1+α
-approximate algorithm for MSE for T = 2 and α ≤ 1.

Proof. Let I be an instance of MSE. Let P be the partition returned by algorithm
SCHEDMIXED(A ) for instance I. Let Cost(P) be the cost of P.

Let C∗max be the makespan of an optimal solution of problem (P||Cmax) on instance
I. Let Cmax be the makespan of the schedule returned by A on instance I. Since A is
a (1+ ε)-approximate algorithm for problem (P||Cmax), we have Cmax ≤ (1+ ε)C∗max.
Moreover, Cost(P) ≤Cmax since the cost of each task is equal to the load of the tasks
of the same type on the same machine times α times the load of the tasks of the same
type on the same machine, and α ≤ 1.

Let P∗ be an optimal solution of instance I for MSE, and let OPT be the cost of
P∗. Let Mi be the most loaded machine in P∗ and let Cmax(P∗) be the makespan of P∗

(i.e. Cmax(P∗) is equal to the sum of the sizes of the tasks on Mi in P∗). Let L1 (resp.
L2) be the load of the tasks of type 1 (resp. type 2) on Mi in P∗. Wlog, assume that
L1 ≥ L2. The cost of the tasks of type 1 on Mi is L1 +αL2. Thus, OPT ≥ L1 +αL2 =

L1 +α(Cmax(P∗)− L1) ≥ Cmax(P∗)
2 +α

Cmax(P∗)
2 = ( 1+α

2 )Cmax(P∗). The last inequality
holds because L1 ≥ Cmax(P∗)

2 and α ≤ 1.
Since Cost(P)≤Cmax ≤ (1+ε)C∗max and OPT ≥ ( 1+α

2 )Cmax(P∗)≥ ( 1+α

2 )C∗max, we
have Cost(P)≤ 2(1+ε)

1+α
OPT .

SCHEDJUXTAPOSE has lowest approximation for α close to 0, while SCHEDMIXED
has lowest approximation for α close to 1.

Proposition 8. Let A be a (1+ε)-approximate algorithm for problem (P||Cmax), which
runs in O(X). Algorithm BESTSCHEDULE(A ) is a O(X),

√
(2)(1+α)-approximate

algorithm for MSE for T = 2 and α ≤ 1.

Proof. The approximation ratio of SCHEDJUXTAPOSE(A ) is (1+ε)(1+α) (cf. Propo-
sition 7). The approximation ratio of SCHEDMIXED(A ) is 2(1+ε)

1+α
(cf. Proposition 6).

Thus, the approximation ratio of algorithm BESTSCHEDULE(A ) is min{(1+ ε)(1+
α), 2(1+ε)

1+α
}. The maximum is achieved when (1+ ε)(1+α) = 2(1+ε)

1+α
⇒ (1+α) =

2
1+α
⇒ (1+α)2 = 2⇒ α2 + 2α − 1 = 0 Since α ≥ 0, this means that α = −2+

√
8

2 =√
2−1. The maximum approximation ratio is obtained for α =

√
2−1. It is thus (1+

ε)(1 + α) =
√

2(1 + ε).Therefore, BESTSCHEDULE(A ) is
√

2(1 + ε)-approximate.
Furthermore, if A runs in O(X), then SCHEDJUXTAPOSE(A ) also runs in O(X) since
it runs twice algorithm A , and algorithm SCHEDMIXED(A ) also runs in O(X) since it
simply runs once algorithm A . Therefore, algorithm BESTSCHEDULE(A ), which runs
once SCHEDJUXTAPOSE(A ) and once SCHEDMIXED(A ) also runs in O(X).

Corollary 1. Let LPT be the algorithm which greedily schedules n tasks from the
longest one on parallel machines. Algorithm BESTSCHEDULE(LPT ) runs in O(n logn)
and has an approximation ratio of 4

√
2

3 < 1.89 for MSE.



6.2 Incompatible types (1 < α < 2)

In this section, we show that SCHEDMIXED is a α(1+ε) approximation when 1 < α ≤
2. We also show GREEDYFOR2TYPES, a 2-approximate greedy algorithm running in
O(n).

Proposition 9. Let A be a (1+ε)-approximate algorithm for problem (P||Cmax), which
runs in O(X). This algorithm returns an α(1+ ε)-approximate solution for MSE in
O(X), for T = 2 and 1 < α ≤ 2.

Proof. (sketch) Similar to the proof of Proposition 7: as machines are shared, the cost
is within α of Cmax.

We now define a fast greedy algorithm for MSE called GREEDYFOR2TYPES. The
algorithm is similar to FILLGREEDY, filling machines until a treshold and opening a
new machine for the second type: the difference is that one machine can be shared
between types. GREEDYFOR2TYPES assigns first all the tasks of type 1, and then all
the tasks of type 2. Tasks gradually fill machines (as in FILLGREEDY): a task is assigned
to the current machine if the resulting total load on that machine is at most L =W/m+
max{W/m, pmax}; otherwise, a new machine is opened. Also, a new machine is opened
for the first task of the second type. When the algorithm tries to open machine m+ 1,
instead all the remaining tasks are assigned to the last machine the first type used.

Proposition 10. Algorithm GREEDYFOR2TYPES is a O(n), 2-approximate algorithm
for MSE for T = 2 and 1 < α ≤ 2.

Proof. The only machine which might have tasks of both types is M1. Moreover, on all
the machines except M1, the load is at most L =W/m+max{W/m, pmax}. Let OPT be
the cost of an optimal solution for MSE. As in proof of Proposition 5, OPT ≥ pmax and
OPT ≥W/m. Thus, the cost of each task executing on machine different than M1 is at
most L < 2OPT .
We now show that the cost of a task assigned to M1 is also at most 2OPT . If there are
only tasks of type 1 on M1, then the load of this machine is at most L (otherwise, the
total allocated load of type 1 would be greater than W), thus the cost of the tasks on
M1 is at most L < 2OPT . If there are tasks of type 2 on M1, on all other machines the
load is larger than W/m. Thus the load on M1 is smaller than W−(m−1)W/m =W/m.
Therefore, the cost of a task on M1 is smaller than αW/m≤ 2OPT since α ≤ 2. Hence,
the solution returned by GREEDYFOR2TYPES is 2-approximate.

6.3 Clashing types (α ≥ 2)

For large coefficients, we show that an optimal solution uses at most one shared ma-
chine. We then use this result to show that an algorithm that uses no shared machines is
a (1+ 1

1+α
)(1+ ε) approximation.

Proposition 11. If α ≥ 2, an optimal solution uses at most one shared machine.



Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that in the optimal solution there are at
least 2 shared machines, k and l. Machine k executes load of a = W (1)

k of type 1 and

b = W (2)
k of type 2; machine k′ executes load of a′ = W (1)

k′ of type 1 and b′ = W (2)
k′

of type 2. Without loss of generality, we label types such that type 1 has higher load
(a+a′ ≥ b+b′) and machines such that machine k is allocated most of type 1 load (a≥
a′). The cost of a solution with two dedicated machines is max(a+a′,b+b′) = a+a′.

Assume first that a ≥ b; thus, cost of tasks on machine k is at most b+αa. By
contradiction, a solution with two shared machines is optimal, thus b+αa≤ a+a′. As
b > 0, αa < a+a′. As a≥ a′, αa < 2a, which leads to a contradiction if α ≥ 2.

In the second case, a < b. Thus, cost of tasks on machine k is a+αb; and a+αb >
a+αa > αa. By contradiction, a solution with two shared machines is optimal, thus
αa < a+a′, which, as in the previous case, leads to a contradiction if α ≥ 2.

Given an algorithm A for P||Cmax, the algorithm GREEDYDEDICATED, executes,
for each possible value of m1 ∈ {1, . . . ,m−1}, algorithm A twice: first, for tasks J(1)

of type 1 scheduled on the first m1 machines; second, for tasks J(2) of type 2 scheduled
on the remaining m−m1 machines. GREEDYDEDICATED, out of (m−1) possibilities,
returns the allocation with the smallest makespan (cost).

Proposition 12. Given a (1+ ε)-approximate algorithm A for P||Cmax which runs in
O(X), GREEDYDEDICATED is a O(mX), (1+ 1

1+α
)(1+ ε)-approximate algorithm for

MSE for T = 2 and α ≥ 2.

Proof. For α ≥ 2, there is at most one shared machine in the optimal allocation (Propo-
sition 11). Assume that the shared machine executes load W (1) of type 1 and W (2) of
type 2. The cost on the shared machine must be at most OPT, thus W (1)+αW (2)≤OPT
and W (2) +αW (1) ≤ OPT . Thus, W (1) +W (2) ≤ 2OPT

1+α
. Construct now a schedule σ ′

constructed from σ∗ that will not use a shared machine. The smaller out of W (1) and
W (2) is moved to the first machine dedicated for its type. The cost of σ ′ is at most
OPT (1+ 1

1+α
) and it is equal to the makespan on some machine.

Consider now an allocation returned by GREEDYDEDICATED and denote its makespan
by Cmax(σ(m∗1)). As αt,t = 1 and no machine is shared, the cost is equal to the makespan
Cmax(σ(m∗1)). As it is a (1+ε)-approximation of C∗max and C∗max≤Cmax(σ

′), Cmax(σ(m∗1))≤
(1+ ε)Cmax(σ

′), thus Cmax(σ(m∗1))≤ (1+ ε)OPT (1+ 1
1+α

).

7 Experiments

7.1 Method

Data We used the Google Cluster Trace [21], the standard dataset for datacenter/cloud
resource management research, as an input data. The trace describes all tasks running
during a month on one of the Google clusters. For each task, the trace reports in its task
record table, among other data, the task’s CPU, memory and disk IO usage averaged
over a 5-minute long period. This trace is certainly not ideal for our needs: the trace
reports the usage of raw resources (CPU, memory, network, disk), and not the load



Table 1. Coefficients αt,t ′ for 2, 3 and 4 types (rows) and 4 variants of setting the coefficients
(columns).

compatible mixed incompatible clashing

T = 2
1 0.5

0.5 1
1 1.5

1.5 1
1 2
2 1

T = 3
1 0.5 0.25

0.5 1 0.5
0.25 0.5 1

1 0.5 1.5
0.5 1 1.5
1.5 1.5 1

1 1.3 1.6
1.3 1 1.3
1.6 1.3 1

1 2 3
2 1 2
3 2 1

T = 4

1 0.75 0.5 0.25
0.75 1 0.75 0.5
0.5 0.75 1 0.75

0.25 0.5 0.75 1

1 0.5 1.5 2
0.5 1 1.5 2
1.5 1.5 1 0.5
2 2 0.5 1

1 1.25 1.5 1.75
1.25 1 1.25 1.5
1.5 1.25 1 1.25

1.75 1.5 1.25 1

1 2 3 4
2 1 2 3
3 2 1 2
4 3 2 1

of applications. However, to our best knowledge, there are no publicly-available traces
describing loads and performance of applications (in contrast to raw resources).

We generate a random sample of 10000 task records. Each task record corresponds
to a task in our model. To generate loads and types, we use data on the mean CPU
utilization and the assigned memory. We normalize CPU and memory utilization to
their respective maximums. We remove 45% of task records that reported less than
0.005 in both normalized CPU and memory usage.

To assign one of T types to a task, we analyze the ratio ρ of the weighted CPU to the
weighted memory usage. For T = 2, a task with ρ ≤ 1 is of type 1 (memory-intensive),
and a task of ρ > 1 is of type 2 (CPU-intensive); this partitions the dataset in almost
equal halves. For T = 3, we pick tresholds log(ρ1) = −0.66 and log(ρ2) = 0.66. (We
chose these treshold from the histogram of the distribution of ρ — they correspond to
values of ρ for which the number of tasks significantly diminishes): Type 1 is memory-
intensive (10%), type 3 is CPU-intensive (11%) and type 2 is a mixed CPU-memory
task. (An alternative would be to use the disk IO measurements also reported in the
trace; however, in only 3% of tasks the normalized disk IO dominates both CPU and
memory, which would result in 3-type instances having a very small number of tasks of
the 3rd type, and thus virtually identical to 2-type instances.)

For T = 4 we use tresholds of log(ρ1) = −0.66, then ρ2 = 1, and log(ρ3) = 0.66;
type 1 is memory-intensive (10%), type 2 is memory-CPU (40%),

To assign load to a task, we take the maximum from the weighted CPU and weighted
memory, multiply this maximum by 100 and round to the nearest integer.

To generate an instance of n tasks belonging to T types, we take a random sample
of n tasks from the dataset; thus, the proportions of types in the generated instance are
similar to the dataset. However, a random sample might have less than T types: if it is
the case, we remove a task from the most common type in the instance and add a task
of the missing type.

We generate the coefficients α in four different ways. In all instances coefficients
are symmetric (αt,t ′ = αt ′,t ) and normalized (αt,t = 1):
– compatible: smaller than 1;



– incompatible: between 1 and 2;
– clashing: at least 2;
– mixed: 2 incompatible clusters (see Section 4.2).
Table 1 shows all coefficients: for instance, for T = 4 and mixed instances, α3,4 = 0.5. In
compatible instances, the further apart the type numbers are, the lower the coefficients.
In incompatible instances, the further apart the type numbers are, the higher the coef-
ficients; in clashing instaces the values are higher than in incompatible. Finally, mixed
instances have both compatible and incompatible types: e.g., for three types, types 1
and 2 are compatible (α1,2 = 0.5), while both are incompatible with the third type

Note that the way we set the coefficients in non-compatible scenarios does not corre-
spond to the way we partition the trace into types. We continue with these discretionary
values as, first, we want to test our algorithms for variety of settings; and, second, we
are not aware of any better dataset.

We generate instances with four different ways of setting the coefficients, the num-
ber of types T ∈ {2,3,4} and two sizes: in small instances, the number of tasks n ∈
{10,20,50} and the number of machines m ∈ {2,3,5,10} (we generate all possibili-
ties). In large instances, the number of tasks n ∈ {200,500,1000} and the number of
machines m ∈ {20,50,100} (again, we generate all possibilites). Finally, we discard
unfeasible combinations: for clashing and incompatible coefficients, instances in which
the number of types is higher than the number of machines; for mixed instances, in-
stances with the number of types smaller than 3. For each feasible combination, we
generate 30 instances. Overall, we generate 6390 feasible instances.

Algorithms We study the following algorithms:
– FILLGREEDY, denoted by f ill in plots (Section 4.2): we use binary search to opti-
mize the bound up to which each machine is loaded. We also sort tasks in each cluster
by decreasing lengths (which makes our algorithm analogous to the last-fit decreasing
bin packing algorithms).
– SCHEDJUXTAPOSE ( jux in plots), (Section 6.1): When juxtaposing schedules of dif-
ferent types, we reverse the order of machines for every other type (as in LPT with a
small number of tasks, the machines with smallest indices have the highest load).
– SCHEDMIXED (mix in plots), (Section 6.1);
– BESTSCHEDULE (best in plots), (Section 6.1);
– GREEDYFOR2TYPES (g2 in plots), (Section 6.2);
– GREEDYDEDICATED (ded in plots), (Section 6.3).

We generalize algorithms from Section 6 for multiple types. We also do binary
search to minimize the boundary value in FILLGREEDY and GREEDYFOR2TYPES.
We use LPT as A , the underlying scheduling algorithm for the single type problem
(P||Cmax). LPT orders tasks by decreasing sizes; tasks are processed sequentially and
each task is assigned to a machine with the smallest total load (note that we consider
here the load and not the cost).

We run FILLGREEDY on all variants of coefficients; SCHEDJUXTAPOSE, SCHED-
MIXED and BESTSCHEDULE on compatible coefficients; SCHEDMIXED, GREEDY-
FOR2TYPES and GREEDYDEDICATED on incompatible instances; and GREEDYDED-
ICATED on clashing instances. On mixed instances, we run SCHEDMIXED (as in Sec-
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Fig. 1. The maximum cost of the solutions returned by various heuristics normalized by the lower
bound. All instances. In boxplots the middle line represents the median, the box spans between
the 25th and the 75th percentile, the whiskers span between the 5th and the 95th percentile, and
the asterisks show all the remaining points (outliers).

tion 6.2), and GREEDYFOR2TYPES (here the 2 types are the two clusters of compatible
types). We also run GREEDYDEDICATED between the two clusters. In this case the al-
gorithm used inside the clusters (algorithm A ) is either SCHEDJUXTAPOSE (denoted
by d− jux in plots), SCHEDMIXED (d−mix in plots) or BESTSCHEDULE (d−best in
plots).

Scoring We compared the maximum cost returned by the algorithms to the lower bound
and computed the relative performance. We used the following lower bounds. (1) pmax,
the maximum size of the task (as in our experiments for each type αt,t = 1, the cost on
the machine on which the longest task is allocated is at least pmax. (2) For incompat-
ible and clashing instances, the average load of a machine, W/m. (3) For compatible
instances, a solution of the following LP:

minc,such that
∀k ∈ [1,m],∀t ′ : ∑

t
xt,kW (t) min(1,αt,t ′)≤ c

∀t : ∑
k

xt,k = 1

∀k ∈ [1,m],∀t : 0≤ xt,k ≤ 1,

where c represents the cost; W (t) is the type’s t total load (W (t) = ∑i p(t)i ); and xt,k are
decision variables specifying the fraction of type t’s load to be allocated to machine
k. (4) For mixed instances, the LP defined above solved for each cluster of compatible
types on m machines: note that this lower bound is loose, as effectively assumes m ·K
machines.

7.2 Results

Figure 1 presents the normalized cost (scores on clashing and incompatible instances
are exactly the same).
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Fig. 3. Two cases illustrating problems with the lower bound.

Problems with the LP lower bound We had two kinds of problems with the lower
bound, both resulting in underestimation of the optimal solution and thus overestimation
of the cost of our algorithms. First, the LP solver we used (python-scipy) often failed
on large compatible instances: on 6% of T = 3 and 70% of T = 4 instances. On these
instances, we used pmax, which resulted in a lower bound that might underestimated
the actual solution cost, and therefore an possible overestimation of the cost of the
solutions returned by our algorithms. When these instances are filtered out (Figure 3.a),
the number of outliers drops. To reduce the effect of the outliers on statistics, we discuss
medians, rather than means, in the sequel.

The second problem is that the lower bound underestimates the cost of mixed solu-
tions. This can be seen in Figure 3.b: the median score of SCHEDBEST is worst for two
cases with highest average load per processor (m = 3 on small instances and m = 20 on
large instances); other algorithms behave similarly. Figure 2 shows that the largest 95th
percentile was for 20 machines.

Relative performance of the algorithms Overall, all algorithms have similar perfor-
mance and the performance is close to the lower bound except in mixed instances. On
average, GREEDYDEDICATED, SCHEDMIXED and SCHEDJUX produce schedules with
lower costs than FILL GREEDY (note that SCHEDMIXED and SCHEDJUX are used di-
rectly for compatible instances, and as sub-procedures for GREEDYDEDICATED for the
mixed instances); and BESTSCHEDULE optimizes even further. All the results below
are statistically-significant (two sided paired t-test, p-values smaller than 0.0001).

Incompatible coefficients isolate the difference between FILL GREEDY, GREEDYDED-
ICATED, and SCHEDMIXED (as all clusters have a single type, neither FILL GREEDY
nor GREEDYDEDICATED allocate different types onto a single machine). Results clearly
show that sharing machines (SCHEDMIXED) leads to higher costs. GREEDYDEDI-
CATED produces allocations with the lowest cost: its median costs are 1.02 for large
instances and from 1.12 for small instances.

Compatible coefficients isolate the difference between FILL GREEDY, SCHED-
MIXED and SCHEDJUX. On the average, SCHEDMIXED produces schedules with a



lower cost than SCHEDJUX (medians are 1.06 for small instances and 1.18 for large).
However, BESTSCHEDULE, choosing for each instance the best out of SCHEDMIXED
and SCHEDJUX has even lower costs (1.01 for both small and large), demonstrat-
ing the need to occasionally use SCHEDJUX. For small instances, FILL GREEDY has
the second-lowest cost (median is 1.07, vs. 1.10 for SCHEDMIXED). In contrast, for
large instances, SCHEDMIXED has the second-lowest cost (median is 1.24 vs 1.27 for
SCHEDMIXED).

Finally, mixed coefficients test both aspects; however, the scores of all algorithms
are higher due to an imprecise lower bound. GREEDYDEDICATED using BESTSCHED-
ULE dominates other algorithms with medians 1.46 for small instances and 1.22 for
large ones. While the numerical values are higher, we still clearly see the advantage of
using type-aware algorithms, as SCHEDMIXED (used without GREEDYDEDICATED)
has a significantly higher median score (1.77 for small instances, 1.91 for large). Here,
FILL GREEDY is dominated by other algorithms. In small instances, SCHEDMIXED
produces allocations of slightly lower cost than SCHEDJUX (1.06 vs 1.10). In large in-
stances, SCHEDJUX produces allocations of slightly lower cost (1.016 vs 1.006). How-
ever, SCHEDJUX has more outliers in this case (Figure 2).

Due to space constraints, we do not present results in function of the number of
tasks or the number of types. However, we have not found any strong dependencies
between these variables and the results of our algorithm (apart from slightly — up to
1.18 — higher medians for 500 and 1000-task instances for compatible coefficients,
caused by the LP problems discussed above).

Our results clearly show that using P||Cmax algorithms without regarding types
(SCHEDMIXED) is dominated by approaches considering types: using dedicated ma-
chines for α > 1 or, in some α < 1 instances, merging schedules of different types.

8 Related Work

We introduced the side-effects performance model [18], where we studied a utilitarian
(min-sum) objective. We proved that the problem is NP-hard, and we showed a domi-
nance property (for each type, there is an order of the machines such that the tasks are
assigned by decreasing sizes to the machines). This allows us to give an exact polyno-
mial time algorithm when there is a single type. For the general case, we proposed two
algorithms, which are exponential in one data of the problem (number of types, and
either the number of machines or the number of admissible sizes of the tasks).

Alternative models of data center resource management. A recent survey is [19].
Many colocation performance models are too complex for combinatorial results [11,
16, 17]. Schedulers rely on heuristic approaches with no formal performance guaran-
tees [3,4,10,25]. In bin-packing approaches (e.g., [22,24]), tasks are modeled as items
to be packed into bins (machines) of known capacity [5]. To model heterogeneity, bin
packing is extended to vector packing: item’s size is a vector with dimensions cor-
responding to requirements on individual resources (CPU, memory, disk or network
bandwidth) [23]. Alternatively, if tasks have unit-size requirements, simpler represen-
tations can be used, such as maximum weighted matching [1]. Bin packing approaches
assume that machines’ capacities are crisp and that, as long as machines are not over-



loaded, any allocation is equally good for tasks. In our model, machines’ capacities are
not crisp—instead, tasks’ performance gradually decreases with increased load.

Statistical approaches. Bobroff et al. [2] uses statistics of the past CPU load of tasks
(CDF, autocorrelation, periodograms) to predict the load in the “next” time period; then
they use bin packing to calculate a partition minimizing the number of used bins subject
to a constraint on the probability of overloading servers. Di et al. [6] analyze resource
sharing for streams of tasks to be processed by virtual machines. Sequential and parallel
task streams are considered in two scenarios. When there are sufficient resources to run
all tasks, optimality conditions are formulated. When the resources are insufficient, fair
scheduling policies are proposed.

Analysis of effects of colocation. Studies showing performance degeneration when
colocating data center tasks include [12, 14, 26]. [20] analyze the performance of colo-
cated CPU-intensive benchmarks; and [13] measures performance of colocated HPC
applications. Our αt,t ′ coefficients are similar to their interference/affinity metrics. Ad-
ditionally [13] shows a greedy allocation heuristics, but they don’t study its worst-case
performance nor the complexity of the problem.

9 Conclusion

We considered a problem of optimally allocating tasks to machines in the side-effects
performance model. Performance of a task depends on the load of other tasks colocated
on the same machine. We use a linear performance function: the influence of tasks of
type t ′ is their total load times a coefficient αt ′,t , describing how compatible is t ′ with
performance of t. We minimize the maximal cost. We prove that this NP-hard problem
is hard to approximate if there are many types. However, handling a limited number
of types is feasible: we show a PTAS and a fast approximation algorithm, as well as
a series of heuristics that are approximation algorithms for two types. We simulate
allocations resulting from algorithms on instances derived from one of Google clusters.
Our simulations show that algorithms taking into account types lead to significantly
lower costs than non-type algorithms.

Our results show a possible way to adapt to data centers the large body of work in
scheduling, which development has been often inspired by advances in HPC platforms.
We deliberately chose to study a fundamental problem, a minimal extension to P||Cmax.
We envision that results for more realistic variants of data center resource management
problem, taking into account release dates, non-clairvoyance or on-line, can be taken
into account similarly as they are considered in classic scheduling.

We are also working on validating our model by a systems study. We are developing
an extension for kubernetes that collects and correlates performance metrics reported
by containers to derive the size/coefficient performance model.
Acknowledgements We thank Paweł Janus for his help in processing the Google cluster
data. This research has been partly supported by a Polish National Science Center grant
Sonata (UMO-2012/07/D/ST6/ 02440), and a Polonium grant (joint programme of the
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the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education).
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